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IDS: IDENTITY DISPLACEMENT SYNDROME 

 
Solving the riddle of cancer is like assembling the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle. If one has all 

the pieces or at least most of them, it’s only a matter of collation and then observing for 

any missing parts. I believe my calling allows me to take any of the acceptable discoveries 

of science and come to some different conclusions based on the evidence. The conclusion 

here is that a certain type of cancer can result from a form of possession, incurable 

without recognizing and confronting the real invisible enemy within. 

Some people, including many eminent scientists and researchers, will never confront an 

alternate reality, preferring instead the security of their own failing one. Denial is a 

pervasive, all-too-human propensity that lies at the heart of all human suffering and 

tragedy. 

Why do some cancers go mysteriously into remission, while others do not? Perhaps the 

difference is an individual spiritual one, beyond the grasp of any contemporary religion 

and science. The cause of many illnesses lies in the soul, beyond the scope of godless 

psychiatry. Some diseases are simply environmental, while others have a spiritual 

component that lie at their root. Everything wrong needs to be made right at its root. Cancer 

is one of those diseases that can have both physical and spiritual aspects. 

The problem with most sciences, especially in physics, medicine and cellular biology, is 

that researchers tend to come to only one conclusion, which is that they see everything 

as having a physical cause and effect origin.  I certainly have no argument with physical 

causes becoming effects and continuing as links in a causal chain; that is just plain 

common-sense science. 

However, we ought not to always approach problems from the strictly scientific 

viewpoint. There are at least two exceptions to this rule. The first is that the universe 

needs to be the effect of a non-material uncaused cause, an unmoved mover, a 

metaphysical or spiritual cause of all physical cause and effect phenomena. And the 

second related mystery is that man appears to have originated differently from all other 

creatures, and that he too had a timeless metaphysical spiritual origin from which (by 

choice) he fell away. It is from this assumption that I will make my case for the cause 

and cure of cancer. Kindly bear with me as I lay down a philosophical foundation, a bridge 

between two worlds. 

 

THE ORIGIN OF BIOLOGICAL CHAOS 

 

Man obviously possesses a conscious-spiritual choice, in contrast to the instinctual reflexes 

of animals. That conscience is what distinguishes man from beast. Through conscience, 

mankind is gifted with a mysterious choice factor. Choice sets before us two very extreme 

outcomes. There is a subtle reason why we are provided this conscious destiny of choice. 

When our Creator desired to create true love, He did so in the only way possible—with the 
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freedom to choose Him, for such love could never be compelled. Freedom from reality can 

only come from also creating another opposing illusory reality, which world could be 

entered by choice. 

Most young people seem to be cursed with the belief that they are gods and hence 

immortal. Perhaps it is true that we are all afflicted with the inherent legacy of Adam. 

Remember how the first man was deceived into eating the fruit of rebellion, seduced into 

believing he was equal with God and would never die. Perhaps the wild and irresponsible 

behavior of many young people may be caused by that (inherent) ego sense of godly 

immortality. If this were so, then their every choice would lead away from good to ever 

more desperate ego choices, until it came time for that proverbial wake-up call. Does the 

morass of suffering always awaken people from their nightmare dream existence? The 

answer is, rarely. There is a saying that God’s love gives freedom, but from the devil’s 

love, there is no escape. Compulsion and addiction are a faithless clinging to the security of 

an inherited alternate reality—that stubborn, egotistic, earth-bound devotion to the dark 

side of the force. 

 

CHOOSING CHOICE: ORIGINAL SIN? 

 

The idea of choice being a divine right is still very appealing to the egos of those who need 

justification for their misbegotten existence. Pro-choice advocates are easily deluded into 

thinking that the factor of choice is itself a virtue, when it is a means to a very bad end. 

You might well ask, if choices are inherent and compulsive, where’s the choice? The 

answer to that is that you still have not used up your choice between good and evil. For 

contemporary man, it is whether or not to be saved from the inherent ego hell of 

compulsive choosing. Some people solve this problem by fearing to make decisions and 

letting others make decisions for them. 

The freedom to choose is a dimensional exercise of will that allows us to determine our 

destiny. The freedom to choose has to do with relationship, with respect to who or what we 

serve; it is not the freedom we want it to be. Choice is a matter of allegiance; through 

stubbornness you remain in denial, as a fool, unknowingly a change agent for evil. 

Anytime you are ready to awaken, you can exercise your choice and surrender your pride 

in humility to God. You see, it’s not really a choice; it is more a salvation from all the 

slavish “choices” that you have inherited. 

It is good to be mindful of your mortality as a precaution against becoming so high that 

your ego might dare to think there are no consequences. The prerogative of any god is 

choice; it is a god whose choices can never be wrong, support for which is always precisely 

where every seducer makes his or her approach. Every pressure or enticement to enable 

you to make that (selfish) choice is a little slice of death. Before us lies, in those two paths, 

two kinds of freedom: continued freedom from right to do wrong, and freedom (salvation) 

from wrong to do what the inner wordless guiding light shall reveal. License is the 

seducer’s kind of freedom, which through a little experience exposes itself for what it really 

is: slavery, self-destruction and eventually chaos that extends down even to the cellular 
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level. 

The spirit of the world licenses you to live out what appears to be a self-serving existence 

with every right to choose becoming the “right” in itself, an entitlement, a glorious 

unalienable liberty. Eventually, you may learn that you are “growing” in the way you are 

going, slowly transformed into a deformed likeness you have unconsciously loved and 

embraced. As the good book says, “what is seen is made by what does not appear.” So take 

a good hard look in the mirror. You did not consciously choose the misfortune of ill health, 

calamity and premature death; you merely continued in the legacy of giving way, selfishly, 

to all the wrong impulses. Your problem is one of ego, which falsely believes it is doing its 

own thing and prides itself in its rebellion against the salvation of common sense; until this 

state of mind is remedied, you will continue to be drawn into all the wrong influences. 

Pro-choicers having succumbed to temptation and, angry over the outcome of their 

promiscuous pleasure-taking, open themselves up to the second level of descent, again the 

lie that choice is some kind of divine right. Wrong choices continue to lead to the 

desperation of choices and blame. Anger toward the innocent unborn for “ruining their 

lives” renders souls suggestible to that lying way out, which is that “choice” means “the 

right to choose,” and the belief that this right in itself is what Right is. This may well be 

true between chocolate ice cream and vanilla, but not for whether a baby lives or dies. You 

may have perhaps noticed how outraged these people become when confronted with the 

issue. It is as though you questioned God. Such people always stand reason on its head. We 

all have a choice to steal, murder, rape, pillage and plunder, but is it right to do such 

things? What if we all believed the way pro-choicers do? There would be chaos, as indeed 

exists in many countries. 

There are no choices and no chaos in the animal realm; they are chained as prescribed by 

instinct. No creature can be anything more than what it was created to be. For all living 

things, there is only a physical life and a physical death, but for humans there is an eternal 

or an infernal one with a hellish glimpse of a reality to come. 

The path you have been unwittingly following invites chaos. Should you survive the 

ravages of a misguided existence and live long enough, you will most likely die from the 

cell chaos known as cancer. Lifestyle choices submerge your body into union with various 

environmental carcinogenic chemicals, especially with regard to food. 

Earlier, I laid the foundations for the spiritual root cause of cancer. The cancer personality 

is drawn to everything that is wrong—wrong friends, wrong food, wrong remedies—and so 

adapts to an unnatural and poisonous environment. You may see this phenomenon in others 

but not yourself, because of a denial factor. If you are falsely secure in your choices, you 

will never see anything wrong with your lifestyle. And when things go awry, as they 

inevitably will, you tend to blame (another bad choice) and begin responding to the very 

poisonous circumstances you projected. You bump into a chair and you cry, “oh, that 

stupid chair,” when it’s you who is stupid, but you cannot see it because your focus is on 

blaming the chair. 

And so most of us go through life becoming angrier and angrier at everything that goes 

more and more wrong, justifying failing through anger that also poisons. Anger, like 
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excessive pleasure, emotionally bonds you environmentally to the aggravatingly seductive 

hate object. Physical addictions are a good example. 

You are trying to quit smoking and you find that the more you try, the more you fail. In a 

sheer exercise of will, you keep on trying, but you keep on failing. The very effort of your 

will gives strength to the habit you are fighting. Your body has just so many defenses and 

cannot indefinitely survive the environment of poisons into which you are drawn, mind and 

body, and then something has to change. 

At some point you will be unable to throw off the now invasive carcinogenic poison of 

nicotine because it has become psychologically and environmentally compatible with 

“your” (it’s not you) need to numb reality and assuage the conflict of your failing life. You 

might not be so affected by secondhand smoke were you not so aggravated and sensitized 

by the obnoxious and inconsiderate behavior of smokers at home or at work. 

 

THE ONCOLOGY OF THE UNHOLY SPIRIT 

 

There is a spiritual, psychological reason why the survival rate of two people in the same 

poisonous environment differs. The angry person absorbs noxious poisons, while more 

balanced individuals develop their natural resistance. Anger and resentment separate you 

from your indwelling good and open the door to the “uninvited” nature whose comfort lies 

in poison. The drug addict is absorbed into an environment of poison as well as with 

noxious people pro-viding for their “security.” In this light it would be wise to take another 

look at all those forbidden foods you can’t resist and know are bad for you. There must be a 

very long list of carcinogenic junk foods you compulsively shove down your gullet to 

assuage anxiety whenever you are frustrated and upset. Cancer of the colon and stomach, 

anyone? 

Food can serve to energize the good nature in us or the other, egomaniacal nature. Our 

relationship with food becomes carcinogenic when it is used as a drug. This is to say that 

we tend to “get into” food as a form of comfort and security the way a drug addict does. In 

this fashion, food fails to truly nourish your body and serve the good in your soul. The 

seductive chemistry of forbidden food fuses your ego to your body on a cellular, 

environmental level, changing your soul’s pattern of growth from the true master builder’s 

direction. Habit and different forms of self-abuse affect the location of symptoms. 

In certain regions of Africa, a steady diet of vegetables and grains ensure that the 

inhabitants enjoy one-tenth the rate of the colon cancer of the West. In other locations of 

Africa, liver cancer is 18 times higher than in Great Britain. In Japan, the stomach cancer 

rate is 11 times that of the United States. And in the United States, the colon cancer rate is 

20 times that of those living in certain parts of Africa. So what is your poison? 

You may realize that you are on a terrible diet, but find yourself unable to recognize what a 

good diet is. Which of 5000 different diet schemes can you trust and follow? And even if 

you found the perfect diet, would you be able to follow it and stomach what is good for 

you? You see the problem, don’t you? Like any addict, the alien self is addicted to the 
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forbidden fruits, the various toxic environmental securities, in the form of mind-numbing 

carcinogens, essential to the construction of its rebellious existence. 

 

IMMORTAL BELOVED 

 

All growth requires stimulation signals, whether internally positive or tragically traumatic. 

Cellular growth is the end product of a long complex process of “decisions” both 

psychological and physical. There is only so much the body can do to throw off wrong 

reactions and defend itself from deliberate exposure to toxic human and chemical elements, 

and sooner or later it will adapt to the stress source for survival, and then the first renegade 

immortal cell appears. 

Cancer cells develop as the result of a series of multiple steps that could be described as 

Darwinian mutation, a repeated round of traumatic mutations followed by selection (of the 

renegade cell). The mutant cell would bear the genetic blueprint of the overshadowing 

(deformed) master builder spirit to which it has conformed. 

Mankind is indeed made in the image of God, mortal by way of the first man’s falling away 

and seeking that elusive status such as God might have; otherwise, he (Adam) might have 

been truly body and soul perfect and immortal. Alas, the spirit of seduction that we inherit 

is mortal, and belatedly eternal. Bearing witness to the governing overriding spirit, the 

mutant cell bears witness in the flesh to the disheveled alien image of paradise lost. 

Wherever tumors emerge, they take on the appearance of alien life forms—the unseen and 

the uninvited that entered through the portal of the rebellious spirit, and which through 

stealth begin their program of destruction from within. Evil cannot create an original 

human to service its purpose on earth as it is in Hades; the best it can do is seduce and take 

over God’s creature and express its immortal will through that stolen form. Mutant cells are 

“immortal,” while normal cells are not. Normal cells, when placed in a petri dish of 

nutrient, will double a limited number of times and then slowly die. But mutant cells will 

double without limit and without design and never die, representing, I believe, the infernal 

immortality of the ominous presence it represents. 

Tumors themselves are not the foreign invaders; they are formed from the same material 

used by the body to construct its own tissues. The jumbled mass of biological disorder 

cannot be cured by medicine alone. The cure requires getting all your ducks in a row. The 

first duck is right attitude, which is to say right standing with God, a submission to his will 

to cast out the impostor. 

The external factors affecting your health—lifestyle, diet, and environment—while they 

play an enormous role in determining the onset of disease and its location, by themselves 

can at best only delay an early demise; however there is  an  exception. While environment 

is an essential cancer causative factor, cancer does not necessitate spiritual character factor. 

For the more balanced and innocent person, a change of circumstance, diet and some 

medical intervention may effect a cure. 

You see, don’t you, how stubbornness and unrepentant attitude can lock a person into the 

various poisonous lifestyles? We are all sooner or later immersed in the lifestyles of others. 
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Personally, I was forced to work in a sweatshop as a lad of 14 years of age, in an 

environment of filthy language and foul air polluted by cigarette smoke. A person of my 

awareness conspires to escape such an environment, but even if I were unable, that 

environment would not have permanently affected me as much as those kind of people who 

spawned it. 

The various plagues that have ravaged the human race from time to time do not kill 

everyone. Appearance, age or personality never reveal the noble ones deserving of survival. 

It is also a mystery as to why some people can receive this kind of message with joy and 

others with anger and disbelief. The predisposition to cancer that runs in families may have 

very little to do with genetics per se. More likely it is the environmental transfer of identity 

through a seductively cruel and unhealthy emotional climate. A young girl might take on 

the identity of her overbearing mother, for instance. And to the degree that the transference 

is completed, to that degree will she have exactly the same symptoms—cancer or other 

identity-based illnesses. And even if the transfer of identity is imperfect, you may have 

experienced the vague feeling that you are going to die at a certain age, and from the same 

malady your parent died of. 

Earlier I suggested that the reason why medicine needs to destroy the immune system in 

order to cure cancer is because the patient’s compromised immune system has been 

corrupted to serve the alien identity lurking in the unconscious. Wrong choices and many 

denials introduce repeated rounds to mutation, ending in the cellular oncology of the 

unholy spirit. Discovering that one has a terminal illness such as cancer ought to be 

grounds for a wake-up call and a reality check. The difference between those whose cancer 

goes into remission permanently and those who go from bad to worse, regardless of 

apparent heroics, is usually a covert unwillingness to face the truth of their secret failing 

life. Many people would rather be dead than admit they are wrong. Denial is the last and 

worst decision that such people will ever make. Any attempt to hold up the truth to people 

in denial is like holding up a cross to a vampire. 

If you ask me what the mystery is concerning those who turn to the light and those who 

continue towards darkness and death, I would tell you that I do not know the answer. 

Choice does exactly what it is meant to do. Choice gives Adam’s progeny their choice, the 

way out, the opportunity to be saved by the grace of the God who made us, or continue 

eating the forbidden fruits, choosing to sustain the inherent delusion, sustaining that ego 

status such as a God might have. 

The ego sees itself as the center of everything, a God always and never wrong no matter 

what it does. Fallen from God’s love and having no life force of its own, it seeks power, 

glory and the enslaving worship of others. Beware of those self-centered, self-serving souls 

as they lie on their deathbed. Only those who are very close to such a person can know 

what they are really like and how they have a subtle and saccharin way of aggravating 

servitude, sucking the life force from those around them. 

Those timid souls who sacrifice themselves seeking that brownie button of approval are in 

grave danger. So are those who live under circumstances where they are compelled to 

submit to syrupy sweet tyranny. Children may die from a different form of cancer: 
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leukemia, doting parents not as sweet as they appear. Cancer personalities have no life 

force of their own; they acquire life force by seducing those around them from God’s light, 

to see them as that light, and in doing so cause them to give up their vital forces. 

A demanding mother, who succeeds in eliciting a life- long compulsive servitude from her 

daughter, can transfer her malignant personality to her offspring before she dies, leaving 

behind her hell’s replacement. 

 

CELLULAR MULTIPLICATION: WINNING THROUGH 

INTIMIDATION 

 

Have you ever experienced tyranny, living with a despotic, overbearing, manipulating 

spouse, lover, father, or brother perhaps? If you have, you may have experienced the 

frustration of giving in for peace and never ever finding it; instead, you find yourself 

feeding your life to the tyrant empowering him or her to torment you even more. Perhaps 

you did not succumb to appeasing the tyrant, but you observed the dominating personality 

rewarding others for their servility. What happens between people is precisely duplicated in 

our body when the intimidating renegade mutant cell first appears amidst your member 

cells. The intimidating, dominant mutant causes the surrounding cells to overreact and 

hence give up their life force to it. There is a two-way transfer occurring here. The 

intimidating personality, while causing a reaction in its hapless victim cells, implants its 

foreign agenda, while at the very same moment sucking up power from the victim. The 

victim’s loyalty is converted and becomes the extension of the mutant personality, 

changing it to a mutant cell. The tyrant cancer on society is merely the macrocosm of 

which the body politic is a reflection. 
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The Secret of Life Itself 

Most of us are the sum total of our experiences. Another way of saying this is that we are 

bothered, burdened, and sometimes disabled by our past. Unless we learn to respond 

correctly to the stresses in the present moment, the present merely becomes an extension of 

the past that we are trying to leave behind. 

 

Roy Masters teaches a simple observation/meditation exercise which enables the user to 

remain calm and patient in the face of extreme stress, confusion and cruelty. Based on 

Judeo-Christian roots, the exercise will help lead you back to your center of dignity and 

understanding and show you how to remain sane, poised and tranquil under the most severe 

trials and tribulations. 

 

 

 

Other Materials Available  

From the FHU 
 

For over fifty years, Roy Masters and the Foundation of Human Under- standing have been 

helping people to resolve their emotional, psychological and spiritual problems. The FHU 

has an extensive catalogue of literally hundreds of CDs, videos and books on subjects as 

diverse as man/woman relationships, raising children, sexuality, health, addiction, and 

religion. 
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